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Chapter 1 : Free Math Printables: Multiplication Charts | Contented at Home
Math explained in easy language, plus puzzles, games, quizzes, worksheets and a forum. For K kids, teachers and
parents.

This worksheet will generate advanced multiplication drills as selected by the user. The user may select from
different multiplication problems from multiplication tables ranging from 0 to The user may also select a 1
minute drill of 20, a 3 minute drill of 60 problems, or a 5 minute drill of problems, or a custom drill with
ranges from 20 to problems and times of 1 to 5 minutes. Horizontal Format These multiplication worksheets
are a good introduction for algebra concepts. You may select various types of characters to replace the missing
factor for the multiplication worksheets. The formats of the problems are horizontal and the answers range
from 0 to You may vary the numbers of multiplication problems on the multiplication worksheets from 12 to
These multiplication worksheets are appropriate for Kindergarten, 1st Grade, 2nd Grade, 3rd Grade, 4th
Grade, and 5th Grade. Horizontal Format These multiplication worksheets are great for building missing
factor problems. You may select different formats for the multiplication problems and the range of numbers to
use. The formats of the problems are horizontal and you may select 12, 16, 20, 24 or 30 multiplication
problems per worksheet. Vertical Format These multiplication worksheets may be configured for 1 or 2 Digits
on the right of the decimal and up to 2 digits on the left of the decimal. Horizontal Format These
multiplication worksheets may be configured for either single or multiple digit horizontal problems. The
factors may be selected to be positive, negative or mixed numbers for these multiplication worksheets.
Vertical Format These multiplication worksheets may be configured for 2, 3, or 4 digit multiplicands being
multiplied by multiples of ten. Horizontal Format These multiplication worksheets may be configured for 2, 3,
or 4 digit multiplicands being multiplied by multiples of ten that you choose from a table. You may vary the
numbers of problems on the worksheet from 15 to Vertical Format These multiplication worksheets may be
configured for up to 3 digits on the left of the decimal. The currency symbol may be selected from Dollar,
Pound, Euro, and Yen. You may vary the numbers of problems for each worksheet from 12, 16 or Learning
Multiplication with Arrays Worksheets These multiplication worksheets use arrays to help teach
multiplication and how to write out multiplication equations. The student will be given an array and asked to
write out the numbers of rows and columns in the array, as well as a multiplication equation to describe the
array. You may select the range of rows and columns used for the arrays. These multiplication worksheets are
appropriate for 3rd Grade, 4th Grade, and 5th Grade. Commutative Property of Multiplication with Arrays
Worksheets These multiplication worksheets use arrays to help teach the commutative property of
multiplication and how to write out multiplication equations. The student will be given an array and asked to
write out a multiplication equation and then using the commutative property of multiplication, find an
equivalent multiplication equation. Advanced Multiplication Facts with Arrays Worksheets These
multiplication worksheets use arrays to help teach how to write out multiplication and division equations. The
student will be given an array and asked to write out multiplication and division equations to describe the
array using the rows and columns as guidance. Drawing and Determining Arrays Worksheets These
multiplication worksheets help teach multiplication by learning how to draw and determine the size of arrays.
The student will be given a description of an array and then asked to both draw the array and determine the
number of units in the array. You may select the range of rows and columns used for the arrays, as well as the
description given to draw the array. Array Word Problems Worksheets These multiplication worksheets help
teach multiplication by learning how to draw and determine the size of arrays based off a given word problem.
The student will be given a word problem in which they must draw an array and write a multiplication
equation to describe and solve the word problem. Zero to 99 - 2 Factor Multiplication Worksheets These
Multiplication worksheets will produce 2 factor problems in a vertical format where you may select numbers
from zero to 99 to be used in the problems. The numbers for each factor may be individually varied to
generate different sets of Multiplication problems. You may select up to 30 Multiplication problems per
worksheet.
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Chapter 2 : Free Multiplication Worksheets â€“ Printable Multiplication Worksheets for Kids â€“ Math Blaste
8 Multiplication Charts. This printable chart presents the multiplication table with cells divided to reflect the actual
product. Separate black and white and color versions of the multiplication chart, each with ranges , , and

Multiplication Table Worksheet x16 Printable Multiplication Tables Learn the multiplication table is one of
the milestone skills in primary grade mathematics. This process is different from memorizing spelling words
where there are often phonetic hints or other clues that at least get you started. Numbers are abstract and
learning that 6x7 is 42 might as well seem like random gibberish to a student. The printable multiplication
tables you will find here provide the most basic overview of sets of multiplication facts, either as individual
multiplication fact tables or as a simple multiplication table worksheet for building early familiarity with a
family of multiplication facts. Multiplication tables can provide a convenient bridge from skip counting or
incremental addition to mastery of the full set of multiplication facts. Because multiplication tables present the
facts in a structured way, they can help put the entire concept of multiplication into a context that many
students grasp more readily than rote memorization. Seeing the multiplication facts arranged sequentially can
often help a student see the internal number patterns that make up each fact group. Later, seeing the facts as
part of a multiplication chart can expose them to number patterns that occur across sets multiplication facts as
well. There are blank multiplication table worksheets on this page that allow the students to use skills like skip
counting to fill in the answers for each multiplication fact group. When filled in, they can be then be used as a
reference aid, or there are complete multiplication tables that you can print out either for individual sets of
facts or for the entire multiplication table. Students can use these to look up answers until they master their
multiplication facts. While most multiplication table practice tends to focus on the facts with products from ,
you will find the more advanced facts here including the much dreaded times 12 multiplication table. Many
instructors view some of these facts as superflous given the advent of calculators and cell phones these days,
but our continued reliance on measurements that are not strictly based on units of ten for example, time or
angular measurement makes memorizing both the times 15 multiplication table and times 12 multiplication
table useful for many mental calculations. Tricks for Learning the Multiplication Table If you are starting out
with a 10x10 multiplication table with results , there winds up with an intimidating number of facts.
Fortunately, there are many extra tricks for learning the multiplication table, and you can find a summary of
them in my Eight Rules for Mastering the Times Tables post. Use these rules to help get to a product quickly
until your grade school student has the facts memorized. A quick recap is below: The facts are the same no
matter what order the arguments are in the first times the second gives the same result as the second times the
first. This cuts the number of multiplication table facts in half effectively. Because of a property called
identity, any number times one is itself, and because of the first rule, that eliminates an extra fact from each of
the other multiplication tables as well. Multiplying by two is the same as doubling addition. If you know a few
basic addition facts, the times 2 multiplication table is easy, and again, keep in mind the first rule, and this
knocks the Nx2 problems from all the other tables as well. Times times 4 multiplication table can be solved by
doubling twice. To solve for problems in the 5 times table, simply skip count by fives. The product for a times
9 multiplication table fact is found by taking the number and subtracting one, use that number in the tens place
of the product, and for the ones place start with 9 and subtract the digit you just found for the tens place.
Another way to think of this is that for any nines table fact less than , the sum of the digits is always going to
be be nine. For times ten multiplication facts, add a zero to the end to get the product. Fortunately most of
these are easy.
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Multiplication Table. When you are just getting started learning the multiplication tables, these simple printable pages
are great tools! There are printable tables for individual sets of math facts, as well as complete reference multiplication
tables for all the facts

This worksheet helps you assess how well your 1st grader has understood the concept of multiplication. See
more A twist on the classic word search type of activities, here students must try and identify the
multiplication facts hidden in the jumble of numbers. Unfortunately, now only a skilled multiplier can help put
the broken pieces together again. This worksheet is a printable crossword puzzle with a twist â€” the clues are
math problems! See more Teach your kids about fact families with this fun printable math worksheet! But
what is this? The colors that need to be used are coded! See more Try and find your way out of this one! See
more Multiplication Worksheets Multiplication worksheets are an effective way to help kids practice their
multiplication skills. The multiplication tables that kids learn form the basis on which many new and advanced
concepts are taught at a later stage. Advantages of Free, Printable Multiplication Worksheets for Kids The
internet is a useful source of educational games and worksheets for kids. There are plenty of multiplication
worksheets online that parents and teachers can use to help kids learn and practice math. Multiplication
worksheets have many advantages. They are a good way to teach kids certain crucial aspects of this concept.
For example, kids should understand that the order in which numbers are multiplied does not affect the
answer. When kids solve multiplication problems in worksheets, it is easy to point out this fact to them. The
free multiplication worksheets available online are a valuable resource for all parents and teachers. Simply
print them and hand them out to the kids to solve. An important advantage of these worksheets is that when
timed, they can help kids pick up speed and ensure that the little ones do not take too long to solve them.
Practice Multiplication with Fun Games and Worksheets A good way to introduce the concept of
multiplication to kids is with the help of real-world situations and problems. Things that are readily found at
home, like fruits and vegetables, can be used to explain the concept to them. Many kids will first understand
multiplication to be repeated addition. They may resort to this to understand what 2 times 3 is equal to. But it
is essential that they gradually learn that multiplication is a concept by itself. This makes it easier for kids to
learn multiplication with fractions and decimal numbers later on. Once the concept is understood,
multiplication grids and worksheets help kids master the concept easily. Another great way for kids to learn
and practice it is by playing math games online! With computer games being a favorite among kids of all ages,
online math games are the perfect mix of learning and fun! The cool math games in the virtual worlds at Math
Blaster and JumpStart include fun multiplication games for kids. Kids can choose the level of difficulty of the
multiplication problems they want to solve to gain more points and advance in the game. Get kids hooked on
these exciting math games and watch their math grades go up!
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Multiplication Tables and Charts. Home > Printable Resources > Printable multiplication tables & charts; The charts and
tables on this page can be used to help your children learn, memorize, and recall the multiplication facts.

On this page, you will find Multiplication worksheets for practicing multiplication facts at various levels and
in a variety of formats. This is our most popular page due to the wide variety of worksheets for multiplication
available. Or it could be that learning multiplication facts and multiplication strategies are essential to many
topics in mathematics beyond third grade math. Learning multiplication facts to the point of quick recall
should be a goal for all students and will serve them well in their math studies. Multiplication facts are
actually easier to learn than you might think. First of all, it is only essential to learn the facts from 1 to 9.
Somewhere along the way students can learn that anything multiplied by zero is zero. Hopefully, that is an
easy one. Students also need to learn to multiply by ten as a precursor to learning how to multiply other
powers of ten. After those three skills are learned, everything else is long multiplication. Multiplying by 11 is
actually two-digit multiplication. Now, learning fact tables of 11 and beyond will do no harm to those students
who are keen and able to learn these things quickly, and it might help them figure out how many eggs are in a
gross faster than anyone else, but keep it simple for those students who struggle a bit more. Multiplication
Tables Multiplication Facts Tables With Individual Questions The multiplication tables with individual
questions include a separate box for each number. In each box, the single number is multiplied by every other
number with each question on one line. The tables may be used for various purposes such as introducing the
multiplication tables, skip counting, as a lookup table, patterning activities, and memorizing. To look up a
multiplication fact, find the first factor in the column header and the second factor in the row headers; then use
straight edges, your fingers or your eyes to find where the column and row intersect to get the product. These
tables are better than the previous tables for finding patterns, but they can be used in similar ways. Each PDF
includes a filled out table page and a blank table page. The blank tables can be used for practice or assessment.
Students are given a product answer and they pin it on an enlarged version or the table photocopier
enlargement, interactive whiteboard, overhead projector, etc. Paper-saving versions with multiple tables per
page are included. There are also left-handed versions students who use their left hands might block the row
headings on the right-handed versions. Five Minute Frenzy Charts Five Minute Frenzies Five minute frenzy
charts are 10 by 10 grids that are used for multiplication fact practice up to 12 x 12 and improving recall
speed. They are very much like compact multiplication tables, but all the numbers are mixed up, so students
are unable to use skip counting to fill them out. In each square, students write the product of the column
number and the row number. They try to complete the chart in a set time with an accuracy goal such as less
than five minutes and score 98 percent or better. Remember, these charts are for practice and improving recall,
not a teaching tool by itself. Using the digits from 0 to 7 means there are 64 facts all together, so the
worksheets with a range of 0 to 7 include 64 questions on the page. The large print pages have fewer questions
on them, but all the questions are unique and in the given range. All Multiplication Facts to 49 1 to 7 All
Multiplication Facts to 49 0 to 7 Multiplying 0 to 7 by individual facts practice worksheets without zeros
When a student first learns multiplication facts, try not to overwhelm them with the entire multiplication table.
The A version of each worksheet below includes one row of the facts in order with the target digit on the
bottom and one row with the target digit on the top. The remaining rows include each of the facts once, but the
target digit is randomly placed on the top or the bottom and the facts are randomly mixed on each row. The
other versions accessed from the A version page do not have the first two rows organized. Multiplying 1 to 7
by 1 Multiplying 1 to 7 by 2 Multiplying 1 to 7 by 3 Multiplying 1 to 7 by 4 Multiplying 1 to 7 by 5
Multiplying 1 to 7 by 6 Multiplying 1 to 7 by 7 Multiplying 0 to 7 by individual facts practice worksheets
WITH zeros As with the 1 to 7 versions, the first two rows on the A versions are organized sequentially. The
worksheet with zeros included also has 81 per page only to reduce the number of questions that include zero.
The questions versions include some repetition, but this has been controlled, so each question will appear no
more than twice on each worksheet. On the multiplication facts to 81 with zeros worksheet with questions,
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each fact appears exactly once, but you will note quite a few questions that include 0. The 35 questions
worksheets are meant for any students who require fewer questions or a larger font. The following worksheets
isolate each fact. These worksheets can be used as practice sheets, assessment sheets, or in conjunction with
another teaching strategy such as manipulative use. If you are looking for different versions, you will find
them once you load the first worksheet. Multiplying by 10 is often a lesson itself, but here we have included it
with the other facts. Students usually learn how to multiply by 10 fairly quickly, so this section really is not a
whole lot more difficult than the multiplication facts to 81 section. The following worksheets are intended for
multiplication fact practice or assessment after students have learned all of the multiplication facts. They
might also be used as a set of questions for manipulative practice. For example, students could model
multiplication questions using arrays of counters. They could check their answers using the answer key. A
horizontal orientation is sometimes just a matter of preference. If students have mastered their multiplication
facts, see if these offer any challenge. Seeing questions arranged in different ways builds flexibility and
adaptability in students. Progressively more difficult horizontal multiplication facts with questions per page.
Simply halve one number and double the other then multiply. In many cases, this makes the multiplication of
two numbers easier to accomplish mentally. This strategy is not for every multiplication problem, but it
certainly works well if certain numbers are involved. For example, doubling a 5 results in a 10 which most
people would have an easier time multiplying. Of course, this would rely on the other factor being easily
halved. Practicing with the worksheets in this section will help students become more familiar with cases in
which this strategy would be used. Learning Multiplication Through Games Multiplication Bingo Some
students are a little more motivated when learning is turned into a game. Multiplication bingo encourages
students to recall multiplication facts in an environment of competition.
Chapter 5 : Multiplication Chart
This page has multiplication tables and charts. If you're looking for Basic Fact Worksheets, please go to this section of
the site: Multiplication Worksheets. If you're looking for worksheets on multiplying bigger numbers, then you'll want to go
here: Double Digit Multiplication. To see Common Core.

Chapter 6 : Printable Multiplication Tables
This page contains multiplication tables, printable multiplication charts, partially filled charts and blank charts and tables.
Each table and chart contains an amazing theme available in both color and black-white.

Chapter 7 : Multiplication Table
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 3 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
33 36 4 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44

Chapter 8 : Free Multiplication Worksheets | calendrierdelascience.com
Multiplication Times Table Charts, and custom math worksheets. Find this Pin and more on A day in the life of a
Homeschooler by Thymelinegal Lucy Duke. Parents, here's the Multiplication Tables Worksheets-Practicing nightly will
GREATLY help your child!

Chapter 9 : Printable multiplication table 12x12 chart
Would you like to practice your tables at your leisure? Below you will find tables practice worksheets. Click on one of the
worksheets to view and print the table practice worksheets, then of course you can choose another worksheet.
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